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ShutterstockKeeping is easier and faster to connect with family and friends thanks to our Android smartphones. However, not all people who can contact us through our mobile phones are people we love and cherish. Some are spammers, annoying strangers, telemarketers, and other unwanted subscribers. You don't have to suffer from these unwanted calls - go ahead and block
them! In this guide, learn how to lock your phone number on your Android smartphone. How to lock a phone number with built-in call locking featuresMost Android phones have a native way of blocking certain numbers. There's no use to be a generalized way to do this though, so manufacturers often have to build the feature into their own skins software. This is why the procedure
can be unique on your particular device, as it varies from phone to phone. Needless to say, we can't go into detail about the necessary steps to block calls on every phone out there, but we can give you an idea and show you how it's done with the most popular devices. Stock AndroidIf you want to know how to lock your phone number on an Android stock phone like Google Pixel
3, you've come to the right place. There are two ways to do this. The easiest of these is to open the Phone app and access the section containing the last calls. Long click on any of them and select Block Number. The second method consists of opening the Phone app, clicking on the three-point menu icon in the top right corner, and selecting Settings. From the menu, just click on
the Call Lock and add the numbers you want to block. Some carriers make it easier! Want to really get rid of these annoying subscribers? Doing this with a phone works, but what if you switch phones often? Maybe you want it to be done in a more systematic way. Some U.S. carriers, including four main ones (Verizon, ATT, T-Mobile, and Sprint), allow you to block specific numbers
at the service level. Terms and conditions apply - check what exactly the big four carriers offer through the links below. VerizonT-MobileAT-TSprint As to block calls to Samsung phonesA many of you probably have a Samsung phone, so you may be wondering how to lock your phone number. Samsung is the largest smartphone manufacturer in the world after all. Trying to get rid
of those pesky callers? Let's show you how. Open the Phone app. Choose the number you want to lock and hit More (located in the top right corner). Select Add to the Automatic Deviation List. To delete or make more edits, go to Settings - Call Settings - All Calls - Auto Reject.How to block calls on LG phonesNow we'll show you how to block phone if you have an LG phone. This
process is very similar to other phone brands on this list, but there are small differences. Here we go: Open the Phone app. Click on the three-point icon (top right corner). Select Call Settings. Select Reject Calls. Click on the I button and add the numbers you want to block. How to block calls on HTC phonesBlocking calls on HTC super devices is super simple: process process
takes a few seconds. Here's how to do it: Open the Phone app. Tap and hold your phone number. Select Block Contact. Choose OK. You can remove them from the blocked list in the People app. How to block calls on Huawei and Honor phones Huawei may not be a big name in the U.S., but it's still the second largest phone maker in the world. This makes great in various Asian
markets as well as in Europe. Blocking calls to Huawei and Honor phones is quick and easy, as it only requires a few taps. Open the Dialer app. Click and hold the number you want to block. Click Block Contact and you're done. Third-party apps to block phone callsIf your Android phone doesn't have a built-in call lock feature or if it does, but you find it's missing, you may be
wondering how to lock your phone number using another method. Fortunately, you can choose from many third-party apps to block a call from the Google Play Store. Particularly noteworthy is Mr. Room, call blocker, and calls Blacklist.Mr. Mr. Room. The room is a free and ad-free Android app that lets you block unwanted calls and texts on your mobile phone. This app protects
your phone from spam, allowing you to block calls from people as well as businesses. You can block calls from individual numbers, area code, and even the entire country. You can also block private and unknown numbers by sending them directly to your voicemail and report spam calls to alert other people using the app. Download it at the link below if you want to give it a try. Call
BlockerAnother's handy call blocker app that you want to try it for free and with Ad Support Call Blocker. If you subscribe to a paid and free version, you can use premium features, including Private Space, which securely stores personal SMS messages and call logs. Call Blocker pretty much works just like Mr. Room and other call locking apps. It will block unwanted and spam
calls, and even comes with a Call Reminders feature that will help you identify unknown numbers. There's also a white list available to store rooms that can always contact you. Hit the button below to download it to the device. Calls BlacklistLast, but not least in our list is free and ad-supported Calls Blacklist, a very simple application for storing a list of contacts that you don't want
to contact with your phone. The free premium version is also available for about $2.To block calls with calls Blacklist, just run the app and add a contact number to the Blacklist tab. You can add a number through contacts, call logs, message logs, or add numbers manually. That's it. - Contacts stored on the blacklist will no longer be able to call your Android phone. Hopefully the
guide above has helped explain how to lock your phone number - if not, be sure to reach out in the comments and we'll do our best to help you! Jeffrey CoolidgeGety Image Where's Your Phone Right Now? Go ahead, make sure you have; We'll wait. Have? If you don't, breathe easily. There is a simple solution. Google just announced announced that allows you to pinpoint where
your phone is just by typing find your phone in the search bar. That's it. Enter it, the map will appear, and you will know where on Earth your cell is hiding (with some reservations; keep reading). As long as your device and computer have logged into the same Google account, you should be able to narrow down the phone's location. If you've enabled location services on your
Android and bluetooth enabled, the top search result should be where you need to go (approximately) to get your favorite piece of technology back in your hands. Is your phone somewhere in your house? They got that covered too, allowing you to call yourself through a button from the Google search result. Your phone's bell ringer will go off at full volume, even if your sound is off,
the perfect solution is when your phone somehow ends up under the sofa cushion, in your laundry basket or in the dishwasher. (Strange things have happened.) While you might have found missing devices online before (via Android Device Manager), this new feature makes finding your precious WAY accessories easier. And in the old days of last week, if your phone was in the
house and your bell ringer was off, you were out of luck. Through TIME.com this content is created and supported by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Source: Android Central Best Android Go Phones Android Central 2020 There are available
Android phones and then there are Android Go phones. Android Go devices are designed to be as cheap as possible and run a special version of Android that is created specifically with the lower end of the spec in mind. Android Go phones are great starter or backup phones, and these are the best ones you can buy in 2020 - including the Ulefone Note 7 as our main overall
choice. Source: Ulefone's Best Android Go Phone is one you probably haven't heard of before, but we think it's the best overall choice, all things are covered. It's a Ulefone Note 7, and it's a pretty impressive phone when you factor in the price. From the first time, the Ulefone Note 7 stands out for its design. Its 6.1-inch display has an incredibly thin frame and water cut-out on top
for its 5MP selfie camera. Compared to other phones on this list, this is really something. You'll also find an impressive array of three cameras on the back, allowing for a ton of shooting opportunities. Specs-wise, the Ulefone Note 7 offers 3500 mAh of battery life, 16GB of expandable storage (up to 64GB), 1GB of RAM, and dual SIM slots if you want to use two phone numbers at
once. We also value the rear fingerprint sensor and facial unlocking function. Even better, you get a free phone case! Waterdrop Triple Rear Cameras Display Very generous 3500 mAh battery storage expands to 64GB comes with free case Only 16GB base base 1GB of RAM is the one to get in general, the Ulefone Note 7 stands out as the best Android Go phone. It has a
modern design, a huge battery and more. Source: Alcatel Alcatel is also in the Android Go game, and its latest offering is Alcatel 1. The 5-inch display is great for one-handed, but compared to the Ulefone Note 7, the framing is noticeably larger. You get 8GB of memory out of the box, and while it's excellent that Alcatel allows you to expand it with a microSD card, we want it to go
beyond the 32GB maximum. While it may seem silly to say this to a phone that costs just as much as Alcatel 1 does, the real draw with this phone is its camera experience. You get a 5MP rear camera and a 2MP selfie camera, and while there's nothing special about the sensors themselves, Alcatel packed a ton of features into the phone's camera app. There's Photo Booth mode
that captures four photos in three seconds in a photo booth-like setup. In addition, there is the Instant Collage feature that will help you easily create a collage of your photos and a one-handed mode that brings all the camera controls down to the bottom of the display. Alcatel 1 is available in a trio of colors (black, blue and gold) and supports 4G LTE connectivity. Keep in mind that
this is an international device, meaning that it does not come with a warranty and may have some communication problems in rural areas or overcrowded buildings. The modern 18:9 Display Tons of Camera features Expandable 4G LTE Storage Support Available in Multiple Colors No U.S. Max Storage Guarantee 32GB Take great photos on cheap Alcatel 1 loaded with all sorts
of features and settings in its camera app, making it a great choice for shutterbugs. Source: Samsung Samsung is one of the most popular phone manufacturers out there and it hasn't ignored the Android Go market. The Galaxy J2 Core is Samsung made Android Go phone, which we recommend you get, with its largest up time large amount of expandable storage. Like most
Android Go devices, the Galaxy J2 Core has only 8GB of on-board storage. However, you can use the microSD card to extend it to an impressive 256GB. It's more than enough space for all your favorite movies, music, games and more, making it a great choice for those who like to store all their files in place. Outside of great storage, the J2 Core also shines with its clean design,
three available colors and a 2600 mAh battery. As long as you don't mind the lack of warranty and weak LTE coverage in rural areas of the country, the Galaxy J2 Core is a reliable android Go option. Expandable Storage up to 256GB Big 2600 mAh battery Simple design Three colors FM radio has no guarantee Potentially spotted network support A lot of space for all your files
Need to save a lot of applications, games and On your phone? The galaxy J2 Core's expandable storage to 256GB has you covered. Source: Huawei Huawei take on Android Go can be seen Y5 Lite, an impressive little device that packs a lot of features into a phone with such a small price tag. One of the main draws of the Y5 Lite is its display. Compared to other Android Go
phones, the Y5 Lite has a notable HD resolution (1440 x 720) with thin frames surrounding it. This makes it the perfect phone to play, watching YouTube videos, you name it. You'll also get a significant 16GB of storage right out of the box and you can later expand this to 256GB with a microSD card. Round out the 8MP back camera phone, 5MP selfie camera, and a rather large
3,000 mAh battery. Like some of the other phones on this list, the Y5 Lite is an international device - meaning that it has no official warranty and has weaker LTE coverage in rural areas. HD display with small framing 16GB of internal storage 3020 mAh battery Pure design w/multiple HD colors makes a big difference Bring your movies and games to life with Huawei Y5 Lite,
offering a clear HD display at a super low price. Source: NOW creates a lot of inexpensive Android phones, so it doesn't have to come as many surprises that the company has an Android Go offer. In April 2019, the company UTE Blade L8 debuted, and it dealt quite a big blow. The thing that helps the phone stand out most of its design. Although it's made of plastic, like all the
other phones on this list, the reflective rear allows it to flicker and shine when light hits it. It is also available in two colors, including sleek black and gorgeous blue. Powered by blade L8 is a quad-core processor, 1GB of RAM, and 2000 mAh battery. You get 16GB of storage right out of the box and if you need it, you can extend it to 128GB with a microSD card. There's also an 8MP
rear camera along with a 5MP front camera for all your selfies. This is another international phone, and as mentioned earlier, the biggest drawback of this is the fact that the STE Blade L8 does not come with an official warranty in the U.S. Reflective spin looks like a large 16GB internal storage quad-core processor 8MP rear camera attractive option to stand out from the crowd with
the STE Blade L8, featuring a reflective back that is available in two gorgeous colors. Source: Nokia Last, but of course not least, we have Nokia 1 Plus. This is a fantastic entry in the Android Go family, but unfortunately you can't buy it in the US If you happen to live in Europe or in another market where the phone is sold, then you are in for a real treat. The Nokia 1 Plus delivers a
large 5.45-inch display, 8MP rear camera, and a 3D nano-pattern polycarbonate shell that looks outstanding. Also with the phone is offered 1GB of RAM, 8GB of internal memory, which can be extended to 128GB, and 2500 mAh of battery life. You get a lot of bang for your buck, so if you're able to buy a Nokia 1 Plus, it's The phone is worth checking. Textured plastic back Large
5.45-inch display Relatively thin framing 8MP rear camera camera mAh Live battery in Europe? Get it If you happen to live in Europe, you should do it for yourself to check out the Nokia 1 Plus. This thing is insane. We don't think you can go wrong with any of the phones on this list, but if we had to choose only one to recommend, it would be the Ulefone Note 7. Compared to a lot of
other Android Go phones out there, we have to give Ulefone a lot of credit for the modern Note 7 design. It doesn't look like a phone that costs as little as it does, and it's largely due to the bezel-lightweight display and three rear cameras on the back. Looks like there's more to come, but they're sure to help. The Note 7 isn't packed with the most impressive specifications in the
world, but there's plenty here to make sure you have a reliable day-to-day experience. The 3500 mAh battery should provide excellent endurance, the availability of a microSD card slot for expandable storage is always appreciated, and the fingerprint sensor makes it easy to log into your sensitive applications. At the price that Ulefone asks for, the Note 7 is a hit. Credits - The
team that worked on this guide Joe Marin is an Android Central News editor and likes to talk about all things Android (just ask boxes full of phones in his office. It also goes to Starbucks too often and can often be found with some latte in hand joe.maring@futurenet.com @JoeMaring1. phone number authentication firebase android studio. firebase authentication with phone number
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